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“The engine operating
the vehicle is the M16,
six-cylinder STEYR
MOTORS diesel which is
turbocharged ... ”

“The STEYR MO286
proved a great choice
pushing the craft to a
top speed of 34 knots at
4500Rpm ... ”

“One of the greatest
features of the STEYR
engine design is its
ability to reduce noise
and vibration …”
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STEYR HURRICANE
When the new SE engines arrived in Australia, there was a flurry of interest from
the market place to see what the new generation of STEYR Motors would offer.
THE FIRST STEYR MOTORS SE installation
to be seen was in the repower of a Zodiac 733
Hurricane. The customer purchased the second
hand 7.5 meter Hurricane to act as a family day
boat but wanted to be capable of travelling at
faster speeds to get to his destinations quicker.
While the vessel did not come with an existing
engine, he started looking for a 250HP engine
preferably second hand to keep costs down .
The customer, Troy Tozer, was aware that
STEYR Motors has at times some second
hand models available for sale and visited the
warehouse to investigate further. However,
after speaking with the team at STEYR Motors
Australia and learning about the advantages
of the new generation SE engine he chose to
install the SE266S36 over a used engine. Troy
states “I found STEYR to be a well proven quality
European diesel engine that was lightweight
with excellent power and torque”.
Troy was also looking for a complete
installation and package solution and to ensure
a quality outcome. As a result, the installation
was completed in-house by the technicians at
STEYR Motors Australia who pride themselves
on offering clients a ‘One Stop Shop’. The
company has a team of technicians, with many
years experience in marine engine installation
to provide customised solutions for any vessel.
The Hurricane required significant internal
fitout including a new wiring & electrical
package, sea water system and painting. Troy
was extremely impressed by the quality of the
installation and the support he received. “The
installation was first class, the attention to detail
and recommendations for improvements were
entirely appropriate and functioned perfectly,
and their attention to detail was excellent”.

I found STEYR to be a well proven quality European diesel
engine that was lightweight with excellent power and torque
The Zodiac Hurricane was fitted with
a new SE266S36, 260Hp, Volvo Stern Drive
Adaptor plate and the customer’s existing
Volvo DP290 Stern Drive. STEYR Motors is the
only manufacturer to offer adaptor plates to
suit most brands of Stern Drives making the
“repower option” more affordable for boaties.
Weighing approximately 2.5 tonne, the Zodiac
showed outstanding results of 43 knots at 3600

Rpm and cruises at 32 knots at 2800Rpm. In fact
the customer reaches a 9 hour range on his 200
litre diesel tank with the engine only using 54
litres an hour at 3600rpm.
Cruising is even more economical at 25 litres
an hour with Troy stating “What I most like
about the STEYR is that it gives excellent power
while still giving good fuel economy”.

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
The STEYR MOTORS Dealer Meeting took place with some exciting changes to its format.
DEALERS FROM all around Australia attend
the 2 day event to catch up on the latest
training and developments from the factory.
The emphasis was on the new SE range of
engines with Dealers being trained in the most
important changes between the SE and MO
engine ranges.
To challenge the mechanical senses, a
STEYR Motors engine rebuilding competition
was held to encourage the dealers in a team
building activity and to show off their trade
skills. Using parts from second hand engines,
the competition involved rebuilding a STEYR
engine from the ground up.

Three teams were allocated based on the
colours Red, Yellow and Green. The mission
was to rebuild an engine within two hours and
the winner was the team which ran the engine
for a consistent 10 seconds. Competition was
fierce amongst all the teams, with the Red and
Yellow teams fighting it out to the finish. In the
end, it was the Red team crowned the winners
finishing in 1hr and 35mins.
The meeting also saw the winners announced
for the Dealer awards. Winners included Best
Engine Installation – Hume Marine NSW, Best
After Sales Service – Onboard Engineering
NSW, Best Brand Awareness – CHES Diesel &
Marine WA.
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LAND 121 HAWKEI PROJECT
Against strong international competition, Thales Australia has
been chosen to provide its Hawkei light armoured vehicles to the
Australian Army.

THE HAWKEI PMV (Protected Mobility
Vehicle) is a light 4x4 armoured utility vehicle
originally designed to meet an Australian
Defence Force (ADF) requirement for a light
armoured patrol vehicle to replace some of its
Land Rover Perentie.
In December 2011, the Australian Government
announced Hawkei as the preferred vehicle
option for development and testing under the
Manufactured and Supported in Australia option
for Defence Project Land 121 Phase 4.
The vehicle weighs approximately 7,000kg
and is developed as a next-generation light
mobility vehicle. Thanks to its very economic
Mono block STEYR MOTORS 6 cylinder diesel
engine, it can travel at a maximum speed of
100km/h over a range of more than 1,000km.
The engine operating the vehicle is the M16,
six –cylinder STEYR MOTORS diesel engine
which is sequentially turbocharged and Euro V
capable of emission compliance.

This model of engine provides 200 kW (268
hp) @ 4,000rpm with 610 N•m (450 lb•ft) @
2,000rpm and is fitted with a ZF 6HP280, sixspeed automatic transmission.
The 65Kw Magnet Motors acting as an
Integrated Starter Generator (ISG) provides on
board power to communication and navigation
equipment.
The Australian-built Hawkei is tailored to the
specific requirements of the Australian Defence
Force looking for rapid CH-47 airmobile
deployment, constructed of a modular design
with scalable protection systems. Initially the
Hawkei will be configured in four variants:
command, reconnaissance, liaison and utility.
The total cost of the project is estimated at
$1.5 billion. The new ground-breaking design
will protect the vehicle and up to six soldiers
from blasting and ballistic missiles and allow
easy conversion between variants. Interestingly,
the vehicle is named after a stealthy species of

In December 2011, the
Australian
Government
announced Hawkei as the
preferred vehicle option for
development and testing ...
death adder Acanthophis Hawkei, a native of
Australia.
The Australian Defence force is seeking
to acquire up to 1,300 Hawkei light protected
vehicles.
According to Thales, the company will also
pursue its export potential with production
expected to start in 2016 in Bendigo, Victoria.
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STEYR’S INTEGRITY
Integrity Yachts has been making waves in the Australian marine industry for some time, proving
successful in breaking through what has been a difficult selling market in the last few years.
THE POPULAR CRUISERS are available in
sedan, flybridge and pilothouse models and
range in size from 32 to 60 ft. Until recently, the
smaller Integrity boats featured another brand
of diesel engine but now are available with the
STEYR Motors SE engine.
The first STEYR powered Integrity to be
seen in Australia is the 330 Sedan. This is a
displacement cruiser which features wide walk
around side decks ensuring safe and secure
passage in any conditions while its tried and
tested hull ensure cost effective short and long
range cruising.
Based on the Gold Coast, Queensland, the
new STEYR powered Integrity 330 Sedan is fitted
with a SE156, 150Hp with ZF 63A transmission.
The SE156 is a 6 cylinder, 3.2 litre engine that
weighs only 340kg’s and is specifically designed

for displacement and sailing applications. With
a maximum torque of 450nm at 1800rpm, the
SE156 provides maximum efficiency and fuel
consumption while ensuring noise and vibration
is kept to a minimum. All STEYR Motors engines
use the same technology including monoblock
construction and 2 step unit injection
guaranteeing little vibration and noise.

Integrity Motor Yachts cover the distribution
area of Australia, New Zealand and Thailand. In
2012, the company was awarded the status as
the largest international dealer for the Integrity
Motor Yachts brand in the World. With over 24
years experience in the marine industry, the
company prides itself on working closely with
their clients to provide a boat that exactly suits
their needs through integrity and trust.

One of the greatest features of the STEYR
engine design is its ability to reduce noise and
vibration to enhance the boating experience. In
the case of the Integrity 3300 Sedan, the vessel
travels at 10.5 knots and is extremely quiet. In
fact, owner Jim McFarlane states “My boat with
the STEYR engine is totally different to the one
demonstrated to us. The Steyr is very quiet you
don’t even know its running and it is also very
smooth, there is virtually no vibration at all”.

Within the next few months, we will also
see a STEYR powered Integrity 38 with an
SE236,230Hp and Aspire Motor Yachts 42
Sedan fitted with an SE266,260Hp. No doubt
more will be released on Wildwater in the near
future….so watch this space!
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AMM TOURNAMENT
Australian Master Marine has just launched another successful plate
boat with it’s recent STEYR Motors powered 8 m Tournament.

The STEYR MO286 proved a great choice pushing the craft to a top speed
of 34 knots at 4500Rpm and cruising at 20 knots at 3000Rpm.

THIS MAGNIFICENT looking vessel, aptly
named “Southern Cross”, is the baby of owners
John & Barbara Wicks who have spent years
travelling the waters of Northern Australia.
Knowing exactly what they needed to cruise
the Northern Waters safely & comfortably, they
went about designing a vessel with AMM owner
Barton Thomas. The result is a 7.4 metre, 6mm
plate alloy vessel with superb features and
lines.
Australian Master Marine are leaders in the
design and manufacture of plate alloy boats
and have years of experience in the STEYR
product. In this case, the customer required a
fishing vessel that had to meet with a 3.5 tonne
maximum weight limit to enable it to be legally
towed. With weight being such a concern,
Barton Thomas of AMM had no hesitations in
recommending the light weight STEYR product.
Further to this, owner John Wicks, insisted
that the boat be powered by a diesel engine
due to the greater availability of diesel fuel in

remote areas and the possibility of petrol going
‘off’ in the tropical environment.

allows the boat to accelerate strongly through
the low and mid range.

With safety in mind, an outboard propulsion
system was ruled out and instead the customer
chose the STEYR Motors MO286, 280Hp and
Mercruiser Bravo II drive. The MO286, 280Hp is
a 6 cylinder, 3.2 litre, turbo charged engine that
weighs only 332 kg’s. Like all STEYR Motors
engines it features the monoblock design where
the head and block are cast as one.

Installation of the engine and drive were
carried out in-house by the staff at STEYR
Motors Australia who demonstrated a neat and
tidy installation with ample space within the
engine box for servicing and maintenance.

One of the advantages of the monoblock
system is that it significantly reduces the weight
of the engine, making the Stern drive package
very competitive when compared to outboards.
In fact, the STEYR/Mercruiser package weighs
only 445kg and compares favourably to the
weight of two 200 or 150Hp outboard engines.
The STEYR MO286 proved a great choice
pushing the craft to a top speed of 34 knots at
4500Rpm and cruising at 20 knots at 3000Rpm.
The MO286 demonstrates plenty of torque so

The ‘Southern Cross’ was based on the
standard 8.0m Tournament but features a
significant number of optional extras to provide
on board comfort. One of the vessels most
endearing features is the toughened curved
glass windscreen that integrates to a long
hardtop made of composite GRP and foam. Not
only does the hardtop provide insulation but
another weight advantage.
For more information on the impressive
range of AMM boats contact Matthew
Thomas at Australian Master Marine.
www.australianmastermarine.com.au.
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CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT:
CAIRNS CUSTOM CAT REPOWER
South Australian fishing enthusiast, Rod Leith, chose STEYR Motors
to repower his Cairns Custom Craft game boat. This is his story:
“WHEN I PURCHASED my boat “Sedative”,
a 7.6m plate alloy Cairns Custom Craft mini
game boat, it had a well known 200hp turbo
diesel engine installed. It provided a 27 knot top
speed, and a steady 22 knot maximum cruise.
The boat is set up with long range tanks and
creature comforts such as fridge, freezer, toilet
and shower and weighs around 4 tonnes on the
water with full fuel and water, crew, water and
fishing gear.
A look ahead at what needed replacing over
the upcoming services had me thinking about
a replacement engine and leg. A replacement
motor promised less weight, more power,
better economy, and increased reliability
I wanted around 250hp to give an increase
in cruise speed to 25 knots and top speed of
around 34 knots. The new engine had to have
a proven history, good spares availability, and
technical back up in the event of problems.
My old engine weighed over 600kg with the
leg, and a significant reduction in weight to as
low as 420kg was possible with some motors.

After approvals were gained, and much
consideration, I chose the STEYR 260hp
SE266S36 engine. STEYR motors are normally
a high revving diesel, but the new 266 engine
however is much different, having maximum

The new engine had to
have a proven history, good
spares availability, and
technical back up in the
event of problems.
torque at 1800 rpm, maximum power at 3300
rpm and a maximum WOT of 3350 to 3650 rpm.
The excellent low speed torque is
obtained from the use of a variable geometry
turbocharger (VGT). This type of turbo is
relatively new for marine use and is also used
by some other manufacturers.

It also has simple two stage mechanical
injectors, is light weight (while still a cast iron
block), a good reputation for reliability, and
good local back up service.
Diesel engines generally meet Tier 2 EPA
requirements, but the STEYR Motors meet the
more restrictive Tier 3 requirements.
While not directly relevant to reliability,
STEYR engines also meet SOLAS requirements,
a tough specification based on the needs of
rescue craft.
I had met the STEYR technical support people
at a Gold Coast boat show and inspected their
new SE series motors. I was impressed by their
product knowledge, willingness to help and
their honest approach to customer service.
Their nearest dealer is Port Broughton
Marine, conveniently located only 150
kilometres from my home in Port Augusta.
The proprietor, Aaron Tancock, has a lot of
experience with STEYR on the local fishing fleet,
and had only good STEYR experiences to relate.
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I had met the STEYR technical support people
at a Gold Coast boat show and inspected their
new SE series motors. I was impressed by
their product knowledge, willingness to help
and their honest approach to customer service.

Overall, the installation
has been a very successful
one, meeting or exceeding
all expectations.
I chose to couple it with the Mercruiser Bravo
3 twin prop leg over the Bravo 2 leg. This leg
has been in production for more than 25 years,
and has a good range of propellers.
The CCC has a 21 degree constant V hull, is
well fitted out and is quite a heavy boat and I
expected a top speed of 33 knots. After initial
trials found the 24” props to be too small, 28”
props gave a top speed of 35.6 knots at 3550
rpm.
This was achieved with quick runs on a new
engine, half fuel load and a two people on

board. It was a great result, 3 knots more than
expected, perhaps indicating the Steyr power
rating may be a touch conservative.
The old motor had no fuel use meter, but
based on fuel use over many long trips, the
old motor used 1.25klm/litre. Based on the
STEYR control module figures, this engine/
leg combination gets 1.5 klm/litre over cruise
speeds from 20 to 26 knots.
The original engine had significant turbo
lag and would take a lot of time to wind up to
speed. This STEYR is significantly different in

that it has no noticeable turbo lag and the boat
leaps onto the plane, making it very suitable for
any bar crossing in Australia. During turns the
boat tracks very well, maintaining speed with no
prop slip, and it is a much more enjoyable boat
to drive.
Overall, the installation has been a very
successful one, meeting or exceeding all
expectations.”
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HERVEY BAY DREAMING
Bruce Harris is a name synonymous with displacement Catamaran design and
his hulls can been seen all over Australia.

When asked whether he would recommend the STEYR Motors product, Allen replied
“Absolutely, not only for the technical reasons but also because of the excellent
customer service provided by STEYR Motors Australia”.
SO WHEN Hervey Bay resident, Allen Clark
began looking for a vessel he could safely travel
around the coast of Australia, he felt confident
that he had found the right hull.
After four years of building and numerous
hours of hard work and labour, Allen finished
not one but two Bruce Harris Hull designed
vessels.
The 12 M displacement cats are a combination
of a hull built by Bruce Harris and the topside by
Allen Clark. Both vessels are identical including
fit out and engine package except of course for
their name, where Allan chose’ Mystique’.

The vessels are powered by twin STEYR Motors
MO166M28, 163hp and ZF63 transmissions. The
MO166 engines have always proven a popular
choice for displacement catamarans with a
maximum rpm of only 2800 ensuring a quiet and
fuel efficient ride.
What impressed Allen most about the STEYR
product was that it is a “full marine engine not a
converted truck engine”. Wanting to make sure
his catamaran had the optimal power package
he decided on STEYR after finding them to be
”Light weight, economical and can operate
quietly with low vibration”.

When asked whether he would recommend
the STEYR Motors product, Allen replied
“Absolutely, not only for the technical reasons
but also because of the excellent customer
service provided by STEYR Motors Australia”.
Each 14 tonne vessel cruises at 12.3 knots at
2150rpm, with an economical fuel consumption
of 15 litres per hour, while 18.7 knots at
2850rpm at wide open throttle.
With all the building behind him, Allan looks
forward to travelling up the coast, exploring the
islands along the way and making his way to
Perth, his home town.
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RANDALL REVIVAL
Tough economic times has seen an increase in repowers as the demand for new boats has
eased and cheaper imports means boaties are looking to maximise value.

I am very impressed with the performance of the twin STEYR MO246.Not only are the engines
smooth and quiet but I have more power and can access engine information through the gauges

OFTEN THE COST of repowering an old vessel
with new diesel engines is worth more than the
market value of the whole boat. An alternative
is to repower with remanufactured or second
hand engines from superseded models. Since
moving to the STEYR Motors 6 cylinder SE
range, the older, MO models have become
popular allowing customers to upgrade their
existing engines but without breaking the bank.
One such owner, Russell Lines, decided it
was time to give his Randall 32 a makeover
and wanted engines that could deliver strong
performance and a high top speed. His vessel
was previously fitted with pair of Volvo AQAD40A
(165hp @ 3600rpm) engines with 280 Duo prop
stern drives.
Top speed before the repower was in the
vicinity of 18 knots and with Russell having a
having background in high performance race
boats he was looking for more.
After researching the market, he was
attracted to the STEYR Motors product
because of its high power to weight ratio and
the unique durable Mono block design. In the
end, the vessel was fitted with a pair of serviced
second-hand MO246K41, 240Hp engines with
Mercruiser Bravo III drives and Solas stainless
props.

STEYR Motors Australia offers a range of
second hand and remanufactured engines
(subject to availability) which use genuine spare
parts, and are serviced and test run checked by
factory trained technicians.
The STEYR engines were sold and installed
by authorised STEYR Motors dealer, Marine
Diesel, based at Capalaba, Brisbane who
specialise in engine repowers.
The second hand STEYR engines have
proven a success with the Randall now having

a top speed of 32 knots, 7 knots more than the
previous Volvo engines.
The customer could not be happier stating
“I am very impressed with the performance of
the twin STEYR MO246.Not only are the engines
smooth and quiet but I have more power and
can access engine information through the
gauges”.
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CANNONBALL EXPRESS
After many months of hard work and construction, the custom designed
STEYR powered ‘Cannonball’ has finally hit the waterways of Northern
Western Australia.
A BUILD THAT TOOK 3 YEARS in the making
has left owner Lance Denis with a magnificently
finished aluminium workboat designed to
handle the toughest of conditions.
Operating as a workboat for the Oil and
Gas industry, the ‘Cannonball’ features 2 x
STEYR MO256H with ZF 63 Transmissions. The
powerplant was completed with the choice
of Hamilton Jet 241 jet drives making it a
perfect vessel for inshore survey and shallow
operations.

The MO256H, 250Hp weighs 322Kg’s and was
a large consideration for the customer when
deciding on which engine package to choose
from. After analysing the market place, the
customer chose STEYR Motors due to its weight
advantage and commercial reliability.
The customer also chose to upgrade his dash
panels to the new Faria style dash allowing
him to obtain engine information from the
Master gauge. STEYR Motors moved to the
Faria designed panels in 2011 to provide CAN

BUS information to customers on the engine
operating parameters.
The 5 1/2 tonne, 10 metre ‘Cannonball’
powers at 30 knots at 4500 rpm and cruises
around 22 to 24 knots. While the MO series
of STEYR Motors engines were superceded
in 2012, the 250Hp has been replaced by the
SE266, 260Hp which is available in both a sport
and endurance model and is suitable for Stern,
Shaft and Jet Drive.

While the MO series of STEYR Motors engines were superceded in 2012, the
250Hp has been replaced by the SE266, 260Hp which is available in both a sport
and endurance model and is suitable for Stern, Shaft and Jet Drive.
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RAGAMUFFIN LOYAL
STEYR POWER
Racing Maxi, Ragamuffin Loyal, has undergone a recent facelift with
a little help from STEYR MOTORS.

RAGAMUFFIN LOYAL which is a regular
competitor and previous winner of the Sydney to
Hobart sought to complete some upgrade work
to prepare it for next race season.
Part of that work was to upgrade the long
running and loyal MO256 STEYR engine to the
new generation SE266. As was the case in the
previous model, the SE266E, 260Hp drives
two belt driven hydraulic pumps rather than
powering the vessel.
Unlike conventional sailing installations that
employ the use of a Transmission to drive the
shaft, Ragamuffin Loyal uses the SE266 for

pumps controlling the sailing gear, counter keel
and propeller shaft.
While the engine is not technically connected
to the vessel, the SE266 continually runs under
a high load, having the important task of running
the hydraulic gear, crucial to the operation of
the vessel.
The STEYR engine was sold and installed
by authorised dealer Hume Marine, Mortlake,
Sydney who has a long association with this
successful vessel.
We wish Ragamuffin Loyal all the best for its
next race!
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SHOW SUCCESS
STEYR Motors Australia received several awards in 2012 for their Wild Water Boat Show Displays.
AT THE SYDNEY International Boat Show, the
company received the ‘Display of Excellence’
and at the 2012 STEYR MOTORS Distributor
meeting, the McIntyre group were awarded
‘Best Boat Show’ for 2012.
This is the third year in a row that the group
has received this award since moving to the
dramatic and impressive ‘Wild Water’ display.

DID YOU KNOW....?

Director Rob McIntyre stated “It is always
an honour to receive such an award from the
factory. We appreciate the recognition of our
efforts to develop the brand and particularly
for our staff who work very hard in the show
season”.
STEYR Motors Marine Diesel Engines has one of the most impressive
The STEYR MOTORS Distributor“GREEN”
meeting is
an annual event with representatives gathering
from all over the world to be updated on
the latest product developments and
innovations.

Credentials of any marine diesel engine in the market.

WORLD RECORD FREE FALL
Lifeboat manufacturer, Norsafe has just conducted the highest ever
free-fall drop, with a STEYR powered free-fall lifeboat.
THE SUCCESSFUL TEST was conducted from a height of 61.53
metres and came in the wake of another successful drop at 52 metres
earlier in that same week. The STEYR Motors powered GES50 MKIII is
commercially certified for heights up to 47 metres, 50 feet long, and
has a capacity for 70 persons of 100 kg each.
Norsafe CEO stated “Norsafe’s purpose is not to set records in
free-fall drops of lifesaving equipment. The essence of our products,
however, is to save lives. Quality and trust is the foundation of our
existence. It is therefore crucial to us that our customers have the
safest and most secure lifesaving equipment available in a situation
where another evacuation is not possible.”
The GES50 is powered by a STEYR MO286H43,280Hp which has
now been replaced by the SE286E.
The SE, 6 Cylinder (126 to 292Hp) engine range was specifically
developed to meet with the EPA Tier III requirements.
Major design features include a coolant recovery system, optimised
exhaust manifold, tube stack heat exchanger with improved
serviceability, 120 amp alternator as standard (150 amp optional) and
variable injection timing.

STEYR Motors Australia
33 Stone Street
Stafford QLD 4053

P + 61 7 3356 9808
F + 61 7 3356 9818

E info@steyr-motors.com.au
W www.steyr-motors.com.au

